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Session Abstract: The development of the Roman Limes Moesiae/Scythiae between the first
and seventh centuries CE wrought profound alterations to the landscape of the lower Danube.
The construction of urban and rural settlements, military installations, infrastructure, and other
monumental architecture transformed the experience of place by ancient peoples. Moreover,
politico-military, religious, and social frameworks engaged with both the geographic and
human-made features of this frontier during the seven centuries of Romano-Byzantine
occupation and were ultimately remade in turn. As a result, the Moesian/Scythian limes was a
dynamic region throughout antiquity as numerous peoples and religions converged here. The
recent historical and archaeological research undertaken in the region has demonstrated the
vibrant nature of this frontier, as other scholars have revealed elsewhere along borders such as
Hadrian’s Wall and the Limes Germanicus.
The proposed session calls for papers to examine a broad range of topics that consider the
place-making effects and experience along the Limes Moesiae/Scythiae and seeks to create a
proactive discussion among frontier specialists from varied academic backgrounds. The session
welcomes new insights and perspectives from both methodological approaches and theoretical
paradigms that provide a keener insight into the lives of ancient peoples on the lower Danube
frontier.
Questions:
- How did the Limes Moesiae/Scythiae become embedded within the pre-existing Iron
Age social structures and infrastructures? How were the pre-Roman systems altered as
a result?
- How did the shifting politico-military nature in Late Antiquity affect the lives of ancient
peoples along the Limes Moesiae/Scythiae?
- How did religious changes impact the experience of place along the Limes
Moesiae/Scythiae between the first and seventh centuries CE (pre-Roman–Roman,
pagan-Christian)?
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